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Open
1254.60
16.815
919.40
805.10

High
1256.10
16.820
920.10
806.65

Low
1245.60
16.520
903.40
794.00

Close
1248.50
16.546
904.40
799.30

Change
-8.50
-0.285
-21.60
-14.40

Platinum loco US sponge vs. Europe ingot switch (indication at 1330 NY time)
Palladium loco US sponge vs. Europe ingot switch (indication at 1330 NY time)
Related Markets at NY Metals Floor Close (1330 PM NY Tim e)
Dollar / Yen
Dollar/Ruble
112.32
Euro / Dollar
Dollar/Rand
1.0918
NYMEX Crude
47.59
NYMEX RBOB

EFP
55/75
1/2
125/225
-3/-2
125/325
-1/+1

57.2715
13.3736
152.64

FWIW

The FOMC confab breaks up this afternoon at 1400 EDT. That’s enough for me to call
this an “all bets are off” situation. The ADP number for April was just a touch better than
the call. More importantly the March number was only revised down to 255k from the
original 263k previously published. On Friday the government’s numbers come out, the
expectations looking like 190k vs last month’s 89k. Because I tend to ruminate on these
things probably more than I should, I am guessing that if there is any surprise in the
number on Friday, it will likely be in a substantial upward revision in the March number.
That should be good to send dollar/yen closer to 113 and keep gold under pressure. Or
not.
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